The U.S.-Vietnam Dialogue Group: Make Agent Orange History
Track Two diplomacy and the case of the U.S.-Vietnam Dialogue Group

Lesson B Worksheet

Preparing for the First Meeting of U.S.-Vietnam Dialogue Group on Agent Orange/Dioxin

Five Key Elements of the Track Two Process:

a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  

e)  

Why in late 2006 was Track Two diplomacy a tool whose time had come for the legacy of Agent Orange/Dioxin?

First considerations for engaging citizen-to-citizen dialogue:

a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  
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Task(s) identification: List the S.M.A.R.T. Goals

S—____________________________________

M—____________________________________

A—____________________________________

R—____________________________________

T—____________________________________

Process considerations:

1. What is the value of inviting the group to develop their own code of conduct?

2. Why is it necessary to establish clear meeting procedures and policies?

3. What are three things that should be considered while determining conditions for ongoing discussions?